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Following the revolutionary success of the blockbuster bestseller The Secret comes an inspirational

companion that offers a new way to bring joy and harmony to all aspects of life, every single day.All

around the world, The Secret is helping millions achieve the lives of their dreams. Now, with The

Secret Daily Teachings, Rhonda Byrne takes readers through the next vital steps in living The

Secret. With 365 brand new insights that build on powerful truths, Byrne illuminates facets of the law

of attraction that lead to more joy, abundance, and blessingsÃ¢â‚¬â€•every single day of the year.

This beautifully designed book has removable pages so readers can share their favorite teachings

or take their most cherished inspirations with them as they go about the day. The Secret Daily

Teachings supports readers in harnessing the hidden, untapped power of the Universe within

themselves. Remember, as one of the daily teachings says, Ã¢â‚¬Å“No matter where you are, no

matter how difficult things may appear to be, you are always being moved toward magnificence.

Always.Ã¢â‚¬Â•
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Rhonda Byrne is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Secret. She began her television

career at the Nine Network Australia under one of AustraliaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s foremost directors, Peter

Faiman, and is the president of her own film company, Prime Time Productions. A former resident of

Melbourne, Australia, she now lives in California.



I like this little book a lot but i think i will be regifting it as reading pages of The Secret book on a

daily basis is enough for me. The only reason i give it four stars is because theres really no way to

flip the pages and keep them flipped. Its intended for each page to be torn off everyday and while i

can think of a million different ways to use the pages i just wish it were a spiral so that i could reuse

it year after year.

Love all of Rhonda Byrne's books! This one is so nice brace you can read a page or two and close it

and feel amazing! I always feel so happy when I read her words and those inspirational quotes. I

think she will achieve her dream to bring joy to billions!

Seriously perfect size for any desk.. the hard cover flips over to make a stand.. and pages easily to

come out to bring with you on your day..

Even if I read the same book everyday, you will always find some circumstances that will push your

beliefs. These readings will help you to keep your thoughts and feelings on the right track. You can

keep the order of the days, but it is also great when you find the message of few days ago, helps

you in the present. Very helpful. Part of my daily routine.

wonderful wonderful book, everyone should read this. Changes your life in no time.

such great daily reminders to stay on a positive track....love the idea of not ripping out the pages

and just bookmarking them every day so you can just keep reusing year after year!

Very inspirational, it's def changed my life and everything it said would happen in my life, it did!! I

highly recommend you buy this book, it will surely change your life for the better!!

Very good positive book. Very compact, short and precise. Very good addition to the list of Rhonda

Byrne's books.Recommend reading
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